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Live to
Pump Again
WISP worked with Siyavana Solutions and the Shell Petroleum Company to
divert 16 tonnes of pumps, hoses and computer boards from going to landfill.
In so doing, between R4 mil & R5 mil in additional revenue was generated
through the sale of remanufactured fuel pumps

The Organisations
Siyavana Solutions and The Shell Petroleum
Company
Siyavana Solutions is a 100% BBEEE certified company
that has been providing service solutions to the oil and
petroleum industry for over 18 years. Using the latest
technology available, Siyavana Solutions produce high-quality
refurbished fuel pumps that can go back into the value chain.
The Shell Petroleum Company (Shell) is a well-known global
oil and gas company with a prominent presence in South
Africa.

The Challenge
Hundreds of fuel pumps reach end of life at service stations
annually. Shell decommissions and replaces roughly 100 fuel
pumps every year leaving them with a disposal problem.
Some of the pump components are regarded as e-waste
and are consequently classified as hazardous material.
Siyavana Solutions approached WISP to see if there may be
alternatives to direct disposal of the used fuel pumps.

The Solution
WISP identified that Siyavana Solutions had the potential
to develop an upcycling solution for Shell. Upcycling is
the process of transforming used or waste material into
usable products whilst retaining or increasing the value
of that product. Siyavana Solutions optimises the lifecycle
cost of fuel pumps by making sure that materials remain in
circulation for longer, reducing the need for new pumps and
reducing the environmental cost of disposal. Consequently,
WISP helped to facilitate an ongoing synergy between
Siyavana Solutions and Shell.
Siyavana Solutions now collects old petrol pumps from
Shell-owned service stations, refurbishes them and resells
them to Shell at a discounted rate, creating a ‘closed loop’.

Over the last four years they have collected 429 fuel pumps.
The pumps that can be remanufactured are stripped down
and reusable components are kept. The sheet metal is
treated, circuit boards are tested and upgraded with the
latest technology, and pipes are replaced. Most of the
replacement parts are recovered from the strip process.
Siyavana Solutions has formed key partnerships with other
companies and organisations that can incorporate those
parts which Siyavana Solutions are unable to use into their
business operations. For example, old rubber hoses are sent
to an agricultural business which uses them for irrigation
purposes and old electronics are sent to a training school
for vision-impaired children.

The Benefits
Economic Benefits

•

30% achieved in cost savings per pump for Shell
Oil Company

•

R4 million generated per year in additional revenue
via the sale of remanufactured fuel pumps.

Environmental Benefits
•

10 tons of pumps diverted from landfill and
remanufactured for reuse.

•

5 tons of hoses diverted from landfill to farmers
to use for irrigation.

•

1 ton of computer boards diverted from landfill
to school of the blind for learning purposes

Social Benefits
•

9 permanent jobs created between Siyavana
Solutions and farmers.

About WISP
The Western Cape Industrial Symbiosis
Programme (WISP) develops mutually
profitable links between companies from
all industrial sectors, so that under-utilised
resources such as energy and water, and/or
materials from one company can be recovered,
reprocessed and re-used by others.
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